
S we struggle to cope with the coronavirus

pandemic, with thousands of lives already having

been lost worldwide, there has never been a time

when the late Phil Bull’s dismissal of horseracing as ‘the

great triviality’ has seemed more apposite.

In the initial phase of Britain’s response to the crisis, the

proscription of mass gatherings which led to the gradual

cancellation of more and more sports fixtures and to racing

being held ‘behind closed doors’ in Britain and Ireland was

a source of annoyance. Like many people, I allowed myself

to be interested in the myriad stories about whether and

when there would be a resumption, and, in particular, about

arcane theories as to how various championships and

honours would be resolved in the event of a lengthy

disruption to the sporting calendar.

Aware of the threat to the economic well-being of

thousands of people who make their living directly or

indirectly from horses in the racing and bloodstock

industries, and anxious to enjoy the thrill of the start of the

Flat season, I selfishly wanted racing to continue and I

confess that I felt the BHA were a little early in bringing the

‘behind closed doors’ experiment to a close.

As the death toll grew, however, and the restrictions on

people living their normal lives multiplied, I realised that,

in the greater scheme of things, it matters not a jot whether

the FA Cup 2020 should be played to a conclusion, whether

the Six Nations championship should be completed or even,

perish the thought, whether the Grand National should take

place. I didn’t blink an eye when the 2020 Olympics

became the 2021 Olympics overnight (though I worry about

an Olympic year not being a leap year!). Some things

transcend such considerations, and the fight to protect lives

has to be paramount.

Unimportance

So in making certain observations about the suspension

of racing and its implications for the future, I do hope that

readers will appreciate that I’m not getting things out of

proportion. I acknowledge the relative unimportance of

racing in these times, but nonetheless feel some things

should be said.

Firstly, it was, I suppose, inevitable that the Racing Post

should cease publication of its print newspaper once racing

had been suspended; regular readers will appreciate my

distaste for the emphasis of betting which pervades the

racing media, and when the government’s restrictions

forced bookmakers’ shops to close it was clear that the Post

would stop publishing. 

If only that closure had happened earlier, we would all

have been spared coverage of the Angolan Girabola (not a

variant of the virus, but an African football competition),

the Malawi Superleague and the Rocket League. I can also

live without recommendations for best bets in Bandy; does

anyone know (or care) how Skutskars women got on against

Vasteras women the other day? Would that the Post would

give us some decent coverage of ‘yesterday’s racing’ in the

same depth as their lowdown on Angolan football! How has

it come to pass that ‘the Sport of Kings’ is, in any way,

financially dependent on income from such indiscriminate

betting opportunities?

Secondly, there is an existential danger to the health and

well-being of racing from ‘the new normal’. The longer the

lockdown continues, the longer life will continue without

racing. There is no racing on terrestrial television, and

people are queueing up to ‘pause’ their subscriptions for

Sky Sports and Racing TV. Betting shops are closed. Racing

is, for the time being, simply not part of most people’s daily

lives.

I think this threatens racing’s attractiveness to the public

and to the media. Dare I say it, with Cheltenham over and

Aintree a casualty, will the racing programme, at whatever

stage we resume, be attractive enough for those subscribers

to rekindle their memberships? Might they decide, after a

period of enforced absence, that they can live without a

dedicated racing channel? More generally, might ‘punters’

look elsewhere for their betting fix?

Those of us who are passionate about racing must stand

ready to respond in as enthusiastic a way as possible when

the sport resumes. Go racing, re-subscribe to the racing

channels and buy the racing press; urge friends to come

along to meetings, and take every opportunity to sing

racing’s praises to whoever will listen.

Lastly, careful thought has to be given to the manner in

which racing resumes. One of the biggest problems in

British racing surrounds the fixture list. Vested interests,

geographical clashes and jealous guarding of rights to race,

despite the quantity and quality of racing elsewhere on the

same day, are all-too-familiar features of the British system.

And just how did anyone give the go-ahead to the bizarre

concept of the Racing League, never mind find space on the

fixture list to accommodate its meetings?

When the time comes for a resumption of racing, there

will need to be a tremendous amount of flexibility as to the

location of racing and the structure of the racing

programme. 

Suppose we don’t resume until August; how many

owners of two-year-olds will be desperate to see their

horses get on to the racecourse? What about the ‘Classic

generation?’ How will the suspension affect the Pattern?

And what races should we prioritise to save, if possible?

HESE questions, and the means of resolving them,

should not, in my submission and in any

circumstances, be left to the racecourses and the

BHA to resolve. It is imperative that the sport hatches a

plan, founded on the best interests of the racing and

bloodstock industries as a whole, as to the racing ‘offer’

post resumption. A think-tank needs to be established, and

leading owners, breeders and trainers must lead the way.
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